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1 theory

“Street Design, like any other creative act, always 
involves leapmanship, a point where it is necessary to 
jump from the known to something else that is desired, 
without knowing for sure where one will land”
   (Allan Jacobs, 1993, 389)

Why should planners, policy-makers and citizens care 
about bicycle infrastructure design?  

Bikes for daily personal transportation hold the 
potential to achieve broad community gains.  These 
benefits outlined in Portland, Oregon’s 2030 bike 
plan state the case well:

Bicycling creates safer streets. ♦

Bicycling reduces the effects of global climate  ♦
change and promotes a healthy environment.
Bicycling limits the effects and health care costs  ♦
related to obesity.
Bicycling provides equity and access to afford- ♦
able transportation options.
Bicycling helps create fun, vibrant and livable  ♦
neighborhoods.
Bicycling helps support [the] local economy. ♦

Bicycling is a sound investment. ♦

  Source:  Portland Bicycle Plan for 2030

The goal of this manual is not to prove the benefits 
of cycling.  Some are are empirically proven (either 
broadly or specific to an area) and others are only 
intuitively understood.   It is also important to note 
that many of the same benefits apply to walking 
for transportation, but the infrastructure design 
requirements to enhance walkability are different.  
(Forsyth/Krizek, 2009, 12)

The National Personal Transporation Survey shows 
that 25 percent of all trips are a mile or less from 
home, 40 percent are within two miles, and 50 
percent of workers commutes five miles or less 
to work.  Still, more than more than 82 percent 
of trips five miles or less are made car. (NHTS).  
Replacement of even a small percentage of these 
short to medium-distance car trips with bike trips 
should be simple, right?  Maybe not...

Why don’t more people ride in the 
United States?

And how can we get them to?

It’s true.  Very few people currently ride bikes for 
transportation in the United States.  The reality is 
that  approximately 0.9% of overall trips are taken 
by bike and the average share of trips to work is 
even lower at 0.4%   (NHTS)

Surveys such as a recent bicycle attitude survey in 
Portland have demonstrated that safety and the 
perception of safety are the number one barriers 
preventing people from riding.   (Source: Portland 
- why people aren’t cycling).  The good news is that 
bicycle infrastructure improvements can improve 
safety!

Still there are lots of other barriers, some subjec-
tive, some objective.  Since the decision to ride is 
a behavioral question, the solutions are actually 
pretty complex.  “Soft measures” include increas-
ing the cost of driving and parking,  and various 
encouragement, outreach and education programs.  
“Hard measures” other than street and community 
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design include destination facilities like bike lock-
ers and places to change clothes and shower (For-
syth/Krizek, 2009).  Some barriers - like snow and 
hills - we’re just stuck with (although check out 
the Trondheim bike lift in the Strategies section!)

So, bike infrastructure isn’t a 100% solution.  Bikes 
aren’t going to work for every trip.  But as David 
Sucher reminds us, “it’s easy to fall into the trap of 
thinking that all problems must have one big and 
glorious solution”, and “an approach that might be 
appropriate for [a large percentage] of automobile 
trips is worth a serious look.” (Sucher, 2003, 401-
402). 

The stories of European bike meccas like Am-
sterdam and Copenhagen and of emerging bike 
friendly US cities like Portland, Oregon point to 
bicycle infrastructure as a key component of build-
ing a bicycle friendly city.   

The figure above shows how increasing invest-
ments in infrastructure have mirrored increasing 
ridership.

Portland Bike Use and Bike Infrastructure Expansion

Source:  City of Portland Master Plan, Oct, 2009

Potential Determinant
Theoretical Impact - * denotes some evi-
dence from empirical studies

Age *younger communities = more biking
Median Income unclear
Average Distance Traveled to Work lower commute distance = more biking
Car Ownership / Access *more car access = less biking
Ethnicity unclear
Population Density *higher density = more biking
Public Investment more non-motorized spending = more biking
Proximity to bike trail, path, lane *more access to paths = more biking
Education / Training programs more programs = more biking
Climate *warmer or drier = more biking
Street Connectivity higher connectivity = more biking
Topography flatter = more biking
Miles of Bike Lane/Boulevard *more infrastructure = more biking
Advocacy more local advocacy = more biking
Accessibility more close destinations = more biking
Quality of Infrastructure higher quality = more biking
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More on Determinants of Bicycling 
in US Cities

Why do a larger percentage of people use bicycles for 
transportation in some American cities than others?  

Let’s take a brief look at the empirical literature 
on bike determinants in US cities.  Unfortunately, 
it doesn’t add much clarity to the importance of 
infrastructure.  An inventory (figure 1) of possible 
variables related to the incidence of transportation 
cycling again shows the complexity of this topic.  
This complexity along with a lack of excellent data 
in several key areas may be what lead Krizek and 
Forsyth in their recent comprehensive literature 
review to caution planners and policy professionals 

to “be careful not to overestimate the likely im-
pacts of various treatments” (Krizek and Forsyth, 
2009, 37).  

Two national programs have begun within the last 
couple of years to try to address these data limita-
tions by improving the overall quality and types of 
data available to researchers interested in cycling 
and walking, but these are very new and as of yet 
have not solved the problem (Alliance for Walking 
and Biking and Alta Planning).

Four empirical studies use regression analyses to 
try to understand the determinants of cycling in 
US cities.  Baltes used 1990 census data to discover 
that “MSAs with relatively high levels of nondis-
cretionary bicycling appear to have urban densities 

Potential Determinant
Theoretical Impact - * denotes some evi-
dence from empirical studies

Age *younger communities = more biking
Median Income unclear
Average Distance Traveled to Work lower commute distance = more biking
Car Ownership / Access *more car access = less biking
Ethnicity unclear
Population Density *higher density = more biking
Public Investment more non-motorized spending = more biking
Proximity to bike trail, path, lane *more access to paths = more biking
Education / Training programs more programs = more biking
Climate *warmer or drier = more biking
Street Connectivity higher connectivity = more biking
Topography flatter = more biking
Miles of Bike Lane/Boulevard *more infrastructure = more biking
Advocacy more local advocacy = more biking
Accessibility more close destinations = more biking
Quality of Infrastructure higher quality = more biking

Author’s table, Dec 2009

Potential Bike Determinants and Theoretical Impacts
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rate and a US-Canada dummy (Pucher, 2006, p. 
275).    He was unable to use policy or infrastruc-
ture variables in his regression due to the lack of 
good data.  

Very few studies have looked at the impact of 
infrastructure provision for large areas.  One bar-
rier is the lack of a uniform way to define facilities.  
Even if a data source existed for miles of cycling 
facilities for a larger number of cities than used in 
previous studies (which it does not) the level of 
quality between bike facilities of the same type var-
ies so much that it may still not be useful to use as 
a variable.  (Pucher, 2006, p. 274)

That being said, European studies have shown 
signfiicant results for bicycle infrastructure in-
creasing cycling. (Krizek and Forsyth, 2009)  This 
and the narrow initial results of US-based stud-
ies coupled with the Portland story and what we 
understand about the importance of safety and 
perceptions of safety lead to a conclusion that bike 
infrastructure matters.

that promote shorter trips, relatively temperate 
year-round climates, and a large proportion of 
students, particularly college students” (Baltes, 
1996, 96).   Nelson and Allen did a similar analysis 
but also controlled for climate and topography and 
added a supply of bikeways variable.  However, 
their study only included 18 locations due to the 
challenge of gathering infrastructure data. (Nelson 
and Allen, 1997).  Dill and Carr performed similar 
regressions using 2000 census data along with ex-
panded infrastructure data, gas price data, climate 
information, and state spending on bicycle facili-
ties.  Their bicycle facililty variable was significant.  
Still, their regression showed that only 30% of the 
variation in bike use for the 35 cities in their study 
could be explained by their variables.  (Dill and 
Carr, 2003)

Pucher’s 2006 study of why Canadians cycle more 
than Americans took a slightly different approach 
by looking at differences between US states and 
Canadian provinces.  His regression on the per-
cent of work trips included the following variables:  
precipitation, temperature, gas price, car availabili-
ty, median distance of work trip, the cycling fatality 

Source:  ACTRG

Bicycle Facilty Cost Benefit Evaluation
This is the Active Communities Transportation Research Group’s Chart for their online cost-benefit bike facilty analysis tool.
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2 principles

What are the underlying principles which guide this 
manual?

Bikes are vehicles and belong in 
the streets

Bikes have a place in the street and planning and 
infrastructure design should reflect it.  This is the 
current legal reality encoded in state traffic laws.  
Also, if the goal is to increase the bicycle mode 
share, then it just makes sense to make the best use 
of existing infrastructure.

Bikes and cars should share the road.  As one 
observer notes about mixing people and cars: 
“mixing bikes and cars increases eyes on the street”  
(Sucher, 2003, 396).  Jane Jacobs would approve!  
There is also some evidence that it increases safety.  
Another Portland story:  Since 1999, the per trip 
crash rate has decreased by 70% (Portland Bicycle 
Plan for 2030), and most Portland bike infrastruc-
ture is not on separated facilities.

Some bike advocates and planners don’t agree.  
While they do not decry bikes outright, they 
advocate for separated bike facilities, including 
off-street paths and separated in-street roadways 
like cycle tracks.  The argument is that this in-
creases safety and use.  Unfortunately, the available 
literature is just not conclusive on this (Krizek and 
Forsyth, 2009, 25). What’s more, seperated bicycle 
facilities cost a bundle!!!  Not that they aren’t great, 
but it’s just not where the emphasis should be 
placed.

Grab that low-hanging fruit!

Again, certain types of bike facilities are more ex-
pensive than others.  New construction, signaliza-
tion, widening, and cycle paths (in-street bike lanes 
physically separated from cars and pedestrians) are 
pricey compared to other tyes of bike infrastruture 
investments.  It just wouldn’t be feasible in most 
communities to place the emphasis on these most 
expensive treatments.  

Also, significant time and community support are 
required to invest in large-scale projects.  In some 
communities, there’s a perception that bicycles 
make it more difficult for cars to travel.  This is 
a specious view because an increase in the use of 
bicycles has significant potential to reduce con-
gestion by taking cars out of the car lanes, and in 
many situations bikes should receive preferred vehi-
cle status because they’re healthy and non-pollut-
ing.  But for the sake of grabbing the low hanging 
fruit let’s just work with this perception, because it 
does exist in many places in the US.  Emphasizing 
low-traffic streets for bikes avoids conflict.

Unfortunately, some people will not be initially 
comfortable sharing the streets with cars and 
will need a separated roadway to feel safe riding.  
Young children before about age 9 or 10 don’t have 
the cognitive ability to understand the full com-
plexity of traffic and make safe decisions by them-
selves.  Seniors or disabled people may not have 
the physical ability to ride safely in traffic.  

I’m not making an argument not to invest in off-
street facilities to benefit these and other users, but 
those investments can likely be made only incre-
mentally or after lots of money and support has 
been gathered.  So, what is the low-hanging fruit?
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Low-Hanging Fruit

Modify existing streets with simple treatments •	
to improve safety and comfort.  
Bicycle boulevards are nifty!•	
Focus on connections - •	 from homes/neighbor-
hoods, to destinations (jobs, retail, etc).
Remove parking and/or car travel lanes to •	
create room for bicycle lanes and widenened 
shoulders.
Include bike facilities in capital projects and •	
new development.

The principle of grabbing the low hanging fruit 
must be matched with a principle of equal impor-
tance to innovate, innovate, innovate.  These prin-
ciples are not incompatible, as effective, innovative 
design isn’t always difficult and expensive.    

Mobility

Speeds over 30 miles per hour are not really com-
patible with urban cycling.  And congestion is a 
reality of life.  History has shown us that we can-
not build our way out of congestion by continually 
expanding roads for cars.  Therefore streets should 
be designed to decrease the overall speed of cars 
and maximize the efficiency and safety of the street 
system for cars and other users.  

There are a whole host of things that can be done 
to keep cars moving without adding capacity.   Not 
the least of these is taking cars off of the road 
by making other modes like cycling attractive!  
Complete Streets also advocates a signalization 
improvement strategy and a retooling of Level 
of Service requirements:  “The other part of the 
mobility equation is capacity, with the number of 
lanes acting as the primary surrogate measure-
ment. It should be recognized by now that LOS D 
is a reasonable peak period LOS in an urban area”  
(Complete Streets, 2008).

Urban Density and Accessibility of 
Destinations

Neighborhood, city and regional scale planning 
which promotes density and accessibility of des-
tinations will enhance bikeability.  A description 
of the tools that cities may employ to achieve this 
is beyond the scope of this manual, however for 
bicycles to truly be a viable alternative to cars, 
regional and municipal governments must use land 
use controls and incentives to prevent sprawl, and 
promote a mix of jobs, housing, retail and other 
uses.

Connections of Principles to Physi-
cal Planning History and Theory 

Many historical and theoretical interpretations of 
physical planning help guide my notion of good 
bike infrastructure design. 

In its principles for the “block, the street, the  ♦
building”, the Charter for New Urbanism 
speaks directly for the need for the “physical 
definition of [streets] as places of shared use”.  
The principles also call for safety in the design 
of streets, respect for the pedestrian in accomo-
dating for the automobile, and streets which 
are“comfortable and interesting to the pedes-
trian”.  Their definition could be expanded to 
include bicyclists.  (CNU, 1996, 310)

For neighborhood, district and corridor design,  ♦
New Urbanism also calls for design which pro-
motes walkability - density, a mix of uses, school 
siting sized and located accordingly, etc.  (CNU, 
1996, 310)  See figure for showing how pedes-
trians/cyclists don’t have to use collector streets 
as much in a New Urbanist neighborhood.
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which would call for them to be separated.

 

 New Urbanism vs. Sprawl

Connectivity Counts

The theoretical sketch above shows the differ-
ence between a sprawling suburban street pattern 
(below) and a more connected New Urbanist style 
street pattern (above). People living in the neigh-
borhood on the bottom of the sketch would have 
to use the collector road to get to other destina-
tions.  This increases distances and decreases safety.  

LEED - ND - a formal sustainable neighbor- ♦
hood development guideline developed in 
partnership with the Congress for New Urban-
ism - also speaks to many of the CNU criteria 
above.  “Bike Network” is even an explicitly 
scored criterium.

In “Toward a New Urban Design Manifesto”,  ♦
Appleyard and Jacobs (1987) call for livability, 
density, mix of uses, fewer buildings, buildings 
that define space, and public streets ( Jacobs, 
1993, 388,).

In calling for great streets, Allan Jacobs criticiz- ♦
es City Beautiful as a movement which “rejected 
streets as places for people” ( Jacobs, 1993, 388).  
Adding to this critique, I argue that City Beau-
tiful created theoretical cover for the worst ex-
cesses of the car-centric transporation planning 
agenda that has dominated in the United States 
for the past 50 years.  This manual is a rejection 
of these modernist planning principles.

Allan Jacobs also rejects the new town and  ♦
garden city ideas as urban design movements 
whose superblocks, separation of uses and focus 
on green spaces over streets as primary public 
spaces led to “moderate and low-density sub-
urban development”  ( Jacobs, 1993, 388).   The 
Garden City design urban design vision was not 
inherently anti-bike, as we will see in the next 
section, but its implementation was.  

Jane Jacobs in her classic 1960s critique calls  ♦
for: “contact among neighbors”   ( Jacobs, 1961).  
Bicycling allows users to engage with their 
physical environment, including their neighbors.  
They can wave hello, or even stop quickly and 
safely to have a conversation or go into a local 
shop.  Although she doesn’t treat bikes specifi-
cally in her 1961 rebuke of modernist city plan-
ning, I think that Jacobs would support these 
bike infrastructure design principles which put 
bikes directly onto city streets,  with easy access 
to sidewalks and shops, rather than principles 

 Source:  Post-ENR, 1994
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3 strategies 

“Design Counts!  Great streets do not just happen.  
Overwhelmingly, the best streets derive from a con-
scious act of conception and creation of the street as a 
whole”.  
   (Allan Jacobs, 1993, 388)

Which physical design strategies will be effective at 
achieving the goal of increasing the numbers of people 
cycling for transportation based on the principles laid 
out above?

Communities interested in increasing bicycle 
mode share have three basic scales of infrastruc-
ture design to consider.  This section will highlight 
some key strategies and considerations.  These are 
by no means a comprehensive set of design guide-
lines but point to key elements and considerations.

Bicycle Network Design1. 
Neighborhood Design2. 
Street Design3. 

Bicycle Networks

Bicycle network design involves three basic strate-
gies:

Seek incremental expansion of bicycle networks.   ♦
Bicycle networks should include a variety of 
different elements - from on-street bike lanes 
and shared low-traffic roadways to .  But those 
bike network expansion projects which have 
the poential.  These are the “low-hanging” fruit 
mentioned in the previous section. 
Look for ways to enhance connectivity. ♦

Create a bicycle master plan which aligns with  ♦
overall city and regional transportation plan, but 
which is undertaken as an independent process.  

Incremental Network Expan-
sion in Portland 1993 - 2003

1993

1998

2003

Source:  History of Bikes in Portland Presentation
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Bicycle Boulevard Elements

Source:  Institute for Bicycle and Pedestrian Innovation, 2009

Bicycle Boulevards

“Low-stress routes on quiet streets with enhanced 
crossing treatments at intersections with busy streets”     
   -City of Portland description

“In essence, bicycle boulevards are low-volume and 
low-speed streets that have been optimized for bicycle 
travel through treatments such as traffic calming and 
traffic reduction, signage and pavement markings, 
and intersection crossing treatments. These treatments 
allow through movements for cyclists while discour-
aging similar through trips by nonlocal motorized 
traffic. Motor vehicle access to properties along the 
route is maintained.”
 -Institute for Bicycle and Pedestrian Innovation, 2009

Bike Boulevards should be a key component of 
every bicycle network.  They are cost-effective, at-
tractive to other users like walkers and skateboard-
ers and designed to be safe and convenient for a 
wide variety of abilities.  Best of all, they make use 
of existing streets (IBPI, 2009). In theory, they also 
decrease the use of arterials and collectors for bike 
travel decreasing the potential for conflict between 
cars and bikes.  

According to IBPI’s Bicycle Boulevard Planning 
and Design Manual, there are six common ele-
ments of well-designed bicycles boulevards:

low car traffic ♦

low car speeds ♦

“logical, direct, and continous routes that are  ♦
well marked and signed”
“provide convenient access to desired destina- ♦
tions”
“minimal bicyclist delay” ♦

“comfortable and safe intersection crossings” ♦

 -Institute for Bicycle and Pedestrian Innovation, 2009

Portland’s Bike Boulevards are in green.  
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Neighborhood Design

As we have seen, a neighborhood design which 
promotes connectivity, a mix of uses and moder-
ate to high population density supports bikeability.  
Let’s take a closer look at some classic neighbor-
hood level design ideas and see how they might fit 
with principles of good cycling infrastructure.

Howard’s garden city idea has been influential.  
While I can understand and relate to his vision 
as a historical response to the problems of urban 
crowding, pollution disease, etc over a century ago,  
the problems are different now.  To wit:  cars!  His 
desire for a clear separation of uses and lots of 
open green space between settlements (as can be 
seen in the adjacent graphics) has ties to sprawl, 
disconnected suburbs, and lack of access to desti-
nations.  Also, the radial street pattern that we see 
here would require bicyclists to travel consistently 
on arterials and collectors...not so hot for bikes.

- Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City Model

         - Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City Model
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cul-de-sacs are fine as long as they have shortcuts 
for bikes.  And a combination of grids and cul-de 
sacs is good for cyclists (Sucher, 2003,).  Also, as 
Lynch’s mental mapping exercises demonstrate, 
planners shouldn’t ignore informal routes between 
buildings.  (Lynch, 1960)

Neighborhood Design - continued

Radburn-style planning’s separated use paths are 
interesting.  Here, Clarence Stein was thinking 
about a place for people.  His garden-city-inspired 
vision of non-motorized transportation focused on 
separated paths in the green between the build-
ings, away from streets and cars.  This strict focus 
on separated paths on the interior of blocks may be 
somewhat unrealistic for widespread modern ap-
plication.  Modern american cities are mostly built 
up, and this type of design demands new build.  
But I still find the vision for pedestrian connectiv-
ity and safety inspiring.  Radburn and Sunnyside 
Gardens (another Stein project in Queens) would 
probably be great places to ride a bike.  But the fact 
that they are subdivisions which necessarily are a 
part of a larger network/system - not the whole - 
begs the question, so what?  

Connection between blocks and neighborhoods 
is key.  Street patterns influence this.  The street 
design patterns at the bottom right clearly illus-
trate the difference between a connected grid and a 
disconnected cul-de-sac pattern.  That being noted, 

         - Town Plan of Radburn, NY - Clarence Stein

        Source:  Steiner and Butler        Source:  Sucher, 2003
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Neighborhood Design - continued

Clarence Perry’s neighborhood unit has been extremely influential.  One of its main 
tenets is that of the 1/4-mile, 5 minute walking distance pedestrian accessibility to lots 
of services, which also clearly supports bikeability.  (Farr, 2007, 125)

New Urbanists continue to draw inspiration from Traditional Neighborhood Design 
(TND), but they update Perry’s vision with more street links, transit accomodations, 
and school siting to serve more than one neighborhood, and other considerations to 
enhance sustainability (Farr, 2007, 125).

See below for the sustainable redesign of a neighborhood unit based on New Urbanist 
principles.  Although the chart does not specifically address bikeways, the improve-
ments on accessibility and the focus on the neighborhood unit level for general city 
planning activities are crucial elements of developing quality bicycle infrastructure.

   Source:  Perry, 1929 ref. in Farr, pg 125  Source:  Douglas Farr, 2007, Sustainable Urbanism, pg 125

Perry’s TND New Urbanist TND redesign
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Selected Street Design Options  - 
Shared Roadway Sections 

Preferred street design treatments will depend a 
great deal on location, type of street, funding, and 
local preferences.  The design ideas on the next 
three pages are a sampling of solutions.  For a more 
complete treatment of on-street bike infrastructure 
design see the Guidebook sources at the end of 
this manual.
Names and descriptions are adapted from the City 
of Portland’s Bikeway Design Best Practices, 2009 
(PBDBP)

1) Bike Lane
For high traffic roads.  Easy to implement.  Re-
quires restriping only, possibly shifting parking.

2) Buffered Bike Lane
Also suitable for high traffic roads.  Buffer creates 
more comfort for the cyclist where the lane is nar-
row or where there is high truck traffic or parked 
cars.

3) Colored Bike Lanes
Use in high conflict areas.  Allows bikes and cars to 
merge safely by increasing awareness.  Important 
part of linking segments of a network, providing 
connectivity, etc.

4) Cycle Track 
Expensive, not common in the US.  Significant 
street width requirements.  But super safe and 
comfortable.  This design would not qualify as 
‘low-hanging fruit’. 

5) “Contraflow Bike Lane”
Bikes are two way; cars are one way.

Source:  PBDBP (PBOT)

1) 

2) 

3) 

Source:  PPBDBP (Greg Raisman)

4) 

Source:  PBDBP(bikeportland.org)

5) 

Source:  PBDBP (Denver Igarta)

Source:  PBDBP (Denver Igarta)
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 Selected Street Design Options - 
Calming

These design descriptions are also adapted from 
the City of Portland’s Bikeway Design Best 
Practices, 2009 (PBDBP)

1) “Chicane”
Snaking street pattern created by alternating 
bump-outs.  Slows down cars.  Good for bike 
boulevards to make street non-desirable for cars

2) “Traffic Volume Control (Restrictive) 
Measures
Bikes and pedestrians can go through, but cars 
can’t.  There are multiple varieties:  “partial 
dividers, median barriers, diagonal diverters, 
cul-de-sacs, and forced turn islands”.  Perfect 
for bike boulevards.

3) “Speed Bumps”
As I have mentioned slowing down cars to at 
least under 30 miles per hour is important to 
making urban cycling safe and comfortable.  
Speed limits by themselves may not cut it. 

4) “Narrow Width Shared Roadway”
Making less space on a street for bikes and cars 
slows everyone down, especially cars, which 
enhances safety and comfort.  Cost-effective.

5) “Woonerf ” or “Home Street”
Cars are guests here.  Street furniture, plantings 
surfaces and the visual path all make it counter-
intuitive for cars to be in this space.  A bit radi-
cal and would require lots of community buy-in 
but fits well with the principles of this manual.

Source:  PBDBP (Denver Igarta)

Source:  PBDBP(Denver Igarta)

2) 

1)

3) 

4) 

5) 

Source:  PBDBP (PBOT)

Source:  PBDBP (PBOT)

Source:  PBDBP (Denver Igarta)
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Streetscape Redesign with a Bicycle Lane and Traffic Calming
    Collector Streets Can be redesigned to accomodate cyclists

Source:  http://www.flickr.com/photos/34592360@N02/3222892281

Source:  http://www.buffalorising.com/2009/07/buffalos-first-complete-street-has-arrived.html
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4 Conclusion

Bicycles are safe, convenient, affordable, healthy, 
cost-effective and environmentally friendly means 
of transportation.  They are not a 100% solution, 
but an important partial solution to some of the 
most challenging social and environmental issues 
of the day.  

While additional study is needed to further un-
derstand the impacts of a number of theoretical 
determinants of cycling mode share in american 
cities, bicycle infrastructure design is likely a 
necessary if not a sufficient condition to increasing 
cycling for transportation.  Portland and a number 
of other cities provide models for how to create 
bicycle-friendly cities.  See the Bicycle Friendly 
America program for a list of places recognized by 
the League of American Bicyclists.
www.bikeleague.org/programs/bicyclefriend-
lyamerica/communities/

I have attempted to lay out basic principles for 
bicycle infrastructure design.  These are guided 
by my interpretation of a number of theories of 
urban design and my own personal experience.  
The bicycle infrastructure design strategies which I 
selected reflect these principles, which include: 

Bikes belong in the streets  ♦

Neighborhood and community design are com- ♦
ponents of a successful 
Focus on the low-hanging fruit of bicycle infra- ♦
structure design
Connectivity is key ♦

Effective bicycle infrastrucure design incorpo- ♦
rates three important scales:  the bike network, 
the neighborhood, and the street.

Selected Trends to watch

While communities can and should invest in 
bicycle infrastructure now, changes in federal 
funding will play a role in the funding picture for 
bikes in the future.  

A national Non-Motorized Transportation Pilot 
program awarded 25 million dollars to four cities 
in 2005 with an express goal of increasing cycling 
and walking for transportation in those communi-
ties.  Program results are expected in 2011.  If the 
four communities - Minneapolis, Columbia, MO; 
Marin County, CA; and Sheboygan County, WI 
- show significant gains in bicycle and pedestrian 
mode share, this may provide evidence in favor of 
investments in other communities.

Also, there is evidence of support from the cur-
rent presidential administration and Congress for 
increased bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure 
investments through a re-authorization of the 
transportation bill – SAFETEA-LU.  Also, an 
alternative bill - CLEAN-TEA – would invest 
heavily in environmentally sustainable modes.

LEED - ND recently became an officially recog-
nized set of guidelines.   It will be intersting to see 
what communities do with it.

Efforts to measure and account for the broad im-
pacts of cycling infrastructure are also being un-
dertaken.  One interersting new cost-benefit tool 
is here: www.bicyclinginfo.org/bikecost/  Future 
efforts to examine the external impacts related to 
health and the environment will be followed with 
a particularly keen eye.
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